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Motivation
A binary-to-text encoding is an encoding of binary data in a sequence of printable characters. These 
encodings are necessary for transmission of data when the channel does not allow binary data (such as 
email) or is not 8-bit clean.

MIME (Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions) defined a set of methods for representing binary data in 
formats other than ASCII text format. 

Quoted-Printable encoding is one method used for mapping arbitrary bytes into sequences of ASCII 
characters

Quoted-Printable is designed to be efficient and mostly human readable when used for text data 
consisting primarily of US-ASCII characters but also containing a small proportion of bytes with values 
outside that range.



Quoted-Printable Encoding

❖ Content-Transfer-Encoding type
❖ Used when the data has a small non-ASCII portion
❖ non-ASCII characters are sent as 3 characters
❖ First is ‘=’, second and third are hexadecimal representation of the byte

 



Problem Statement

❖ Implementation of Quoted-printable conversion algorithm
● Quoted-printable encoding

        Take image as input and encode it as 7-bit ASCII data

● Quoted-printable decoding

        Take encoded 7-bit data as input and write it’s bytes into output image



Flowchart



Algorithm
1) IMAGE TO BYTE ARRAY : Mark the printable ASCII characters including tab and space.  Read the input 
image and convert into byte array.

Input Image

Byte Array



Algorithm
2) ENCODING: 

The   characters   not   marked   as   printable   ASCII are   represented   by   an   ”=”   followed   by   a   two 
digit   hexadecimal   representation   of   the   octet decimal   value.   Uppercase letters must be used

Printable ASCII characters i.e Octets with decimal values  between  33  and  60  ,  and  62  to  
126,inclusive,  are  represented  as  the  same  US-ASCII characters which correspond to those octets

Enocoded Data



Algorithm
3) DECODING:

While  decoding  character  by  character  if  we  encounter  the escape character ”=” , then we store and 
process the next two characters specially.

For  both  the  stored  characters,  digit  equivalent  is calculated , which are combined to form a decimal 
value.  This  decimal  value represents  a single character.

Printable ASCII characters i.e Octets with decimal values  between  33  and  60,  and  62  to  126, inclusive,  
are returned as same.

 

Decoded output



Algorithm
4) BYTE ARRAY TO IMAGE :

Get the Byte Array after decoding the encoded 7-bitdata. Compare  the  decoded  and  original  data  for  a 
perfect match . Convert the byte array to an output image

 
Output Image



Results and Analysis
❖ Execution Result                          



❖ Image Size vs Encoding Run Time



❖ Image Size vs Decoding Run Time



❖ Image Size vs Cost



Conclusion
Quotable   Printable   emerged   as   a   MIME(Multipurpose Internet Mail Extension) content transfer 
encoding to support non-ASCII  texts  in  8-bit  unclean  environment.  

It  works feasibly  and  produces  fairly  readable  text  when  the  input text  does  not  have  too  many  
non  -  ASCII  characters. For image  inputs  the  length  of  Quotable  Printable  file  becomes too  large.  
Other  content  transfer  encoding  schemes  should be used for such cases.

Thus, we look for a reasonable trade-off between readability and  space complexity  for  text  inputs,  and  
space complexity  trade-off  for  image inputs
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